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Diversity & Inclusion for Editorial

Salesforce editorial aims to reflect the diversity of viewpoints and backgrounds that exist in the
world at large.

5 Step Checklist for an Inclusive Content Review Process

● Put on your equality glasses: Be intentional and mindful about reviewing your content
with equality values detailed below.

● Have a diverse review panel: Collect feedback from people of different backgrounds
and experiences when content covers equality-related issues.

● Seek input: Reach out to experts such as the Office of Equality to review any questions.
○ Review your piece:

■ Does it contain any colloquial phrases? Y/N
■ Have you researched the original meaning of these quotes? Y/N
■ Have you done lite research for the organizations with which this person,

this community, this topic featured is affiliated? Y/N
● Create space for inclusive and anonymous feedback: Ensure various forums for

collecting and receiving feedback
● If it isn’t accessible, it isn’t finished: All videos should be captioned. All design needs

to be accessible (colors, font sizes, etc.).

Let’s break down how we do this:

● Sourcing: The people we tap to inform our content must represent the diversity, equity,
and inclusion values mentioned above. We consider diversity, equity, and inclusion within
each piece of content and also in the overall body of work on Salesforce.com.

● Visuals: The imagery that accompanies each piece of content is especially important as
it sends immediate (sometimes subconscious) messages to the reader, cueing them into
our values. Not only should Salesforce editorial imagery reflect a diversity of
representation and experience, but — when possible — we should enable the creators
behind the imagery to reflect this diversity, equity, and inclusion values.

○ Strive to ensure your photo selection is inclusive, such as a fair balance of people
with diverse skin tones, people with disabilities and able-bodied people, people of
different ages, equal images of men and women, and gender- and race-balanced
leadership portrayal.

○ Ensure all text and photos are accessible:
■ How to make images accessible for people

https://help.twitter.com/en/using-twitter/picture-descriptions
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○ To note: Unfortunately, many stock images available also reinforce stereotypes.
(e.g. men in these photos are often depicted as the “leader” and women as the
subordinates.)

● Authorship: We ensure that bylines for our pieces reflect our diversity, equity, and
inclusion values.

● Creators: We should debrief Salesforce agency partners and contracted visual creators
on our diversity, equity, and inclusion values.

● Don’t use a crisis to advertise.
● Voice and tone: We don’t assume our audience comes from a specific demographic,

socioeconomic class, or background. We write for a broad, global audience. This means
we avoid othering specific viewpoints or groups in all that we write. We use our platform
to feature luminary leaders from diverse groups: Underrepresented Minorities, Women,
LGBTQ+, diverse abilities, religions, ages, etc. We believe in Equality for all and that our
work matters.

○ Pillars:
■ Authenticity

■ With our marketing, we’re making space for the community, not
taking space with our brand.

■ Timelessness
■ Consider this: June (Pride Month) can’t be the only month we

show support to the LGBTQ+ community. Our internal and
external stances and values need to be evergreen and
year-round, and it’s important that they are reflected in our
messaging.

■ Communicate our company’s actions
■ We can avoid seeming commercialized by taking action: through

donation, participation, and elevating voices. It’s important that
with every equality-related post that we share, we’re showing that
we are taking action.

○ We avoid frameworks of “us” and “them.”
■ For more on othering, see: The Problem of Othering

○ Language: Choose gender-inclusive pronouns. To inform the best word choice,
ask yourself what group is being discussed and from what POV? Ask yourself
who is not being represented who may be impacted and why? What are the
effects of that impact, and how do we feel about it?

■ If certain traits are unnecessary for the narrative, leave them out.
(Example: Instead of, “Young mothers need more support with childcare
to work from home.” Try, “Parents need more support ...”)

■ Use empowering, inclusive language
■ An example of this language: Don’t say “disadvantaged

community” or “minority*” but instead say “marginalized” or
“underrepresented“

■ Accessibility: Guidelines for Writing About People With Disabilities

http://www.otheringandbelonging.org/the-problem-of-othering/
https://adata.org/factsheet/ADANN-writing
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■ On commemorative days: We’re on a constant path to Equality, so we
always remain humble in our recognition of commemorative days and
achievements.

■ E.g. “...acknowledge that there’s more work to be done”
■ Honor and commemorate, instead of celebrate.

■ Avoid references specific to a religion or religious holidays unless all are
acknowledged. (e.g. Avoid specific greetings like Merry Christmas and
Happy Hanukkah.)

■ Don’t use "developing countries" or "third-world" it should be "low- and
middle-income countries"

■ Avoid gendered job titles and go for gender-neutral. E.g. mail carrier
instead of mailman; police officer not policeman, actor not actress; server
not waiter/waitress, firefighter not fireman, etc...

■ Avoid slang words/phrases and regional colloquialisms/expressions that
may be misinterpreted, are outdated, or even considered offensive such
as “no can do,” “mumbo jumbo,” “peanut gallery,” “master bedroom,”
“OG,” or “grandfather clause." Don't default to cliches or well-worn
sayings such as these, especially if in reference to people or communities
you are not a member of.

■ Consider historical contexts when writing about current subjects. For
example, systemic racism and sexism are baked into many industries
(See: Airline's predilection to employ women flight attendants; when
discussing childcare only mentioning women and mothers). A modern
discussion on these topics should not only avoid perpetuating these
inequities but also include relevant historical context.

How to diversify the sources that inform our content:

● Aim to reflect a variety of viewpoints by tapping multiple sources for each piece of written
work. This means interviewing sources at varying levels of seniority and within varying
backgrounds.

○ Do a deep Google and social media search to hone in on the unique perspective
that each source under consideration can bring to a story.

○ When relevant, engage Customer Marketing to identify practitioners and
Trailblazers within companies instead of defaulting to executives.

● Diversify your news and industry update sources to include a variety of viewpoints from
social media, newsletters, and media outlets.

● Resources
○ Decks:

■ Writing Accessible Copy for Web deck
○ Trailhead:

■ Inclusive Marketing Trail
○ Read:

https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1OkZleIiLptGy37zsL5LIoo_du18onTmxSsOI6FnUN68/edit#slide=id.g9cd9ceb7aa_3_0
https://trailhead.salesforce.com/en/content/learn/modules/inclusive-marketing-practices?trail_id=champion_workplace_equality
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■ 6 Principles of Inclusive Marketing: Introducing our New Equality
Trailhead Module

■ Dos and Don’ts Messaging Guide: Racial Equality & Black American
Experience

■ Equality Resource: Inclusive Language and Inclusive Product Language
Playbook

○ Video:
■ Inclusive Marketing Training

○ Learn more at sfdc.co/inclusivemarketing

https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2019/02/inclusive-marketing-equality-trailhead.html
https://www.salesforce.com/blog/2019/02/inclusive-marketing-equality-trailhead.html
https://salesforce.quip.com/XbF2A00AVhcl
https://salesforce.quip.com/XbF2A00AVhcl
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro
https://salesforce.quip.com/k2dWAhySa3ro
https://salesforce.vidyard.com/watch/hKvgDH8SN3SYf22622fXqK?

